
BUILD TO FLY WORKSHOP 
The Build to Fly Workshop is designed to provide a snapshot of the possibilities for the use of UAS in 
education. The Workshop is a hands-on learning experience including assembly and flying of the JOEY 
Drones. It is designed to encourage the pursuit of STEM through a practical challenge, in a fun and engaging 
setting, and to drive enthusiasm in your students for careers as leading technologists of the future.

The use of the JOEY Drone provides a foundation of knowledge which is directly relatable to leading industry 
UAS platforms developed by JAR Aerospace. We teach students that Drones are a vehicle to transport 
sensors and other payloads. Students are encouraged to think creatively about the capabilities of Drone 
technology and how they can apply their new found knowledge and skills in the future.

Through relating educational experiences to industry, the Build to Fly Workshop aims to inspire students into 
UAS related careers. Students complete activities which build their understanding of UAS design, 
construction, safe operation and flight fundamentals. Due to the rapid growth of the UAS industry over the 
past 3 years, Drone Pilots and professionals have become highly sought after individuals across multiple 
industries. The skills attained by students in the Build to Fly workshop provide a valuable insight into UAS 
technology.

BUILD TO FLY WORKSHOP INCLUSIONS

DURATION
3 Hour Workshop

JOEY DRONE KITS – Supplied by JAR 
                 ●    JOEY Drone Kits to build and fly
                 ●    Tool kits
                 ●    Portable ‘flying nets’ 

MANUALS
                 ●    Engineering Manual 
                 ●    Flight Checklist 
                 ●    Safety Instructions 

PILOTS and TECHNOLOGY TUTORS
                 ●    2 JAR Pilot Instructors 
                 ●    2 JAR Technology Tutors
                 ●     1 Safety Warden

SAFETY 
                 ●    Insurance - JAR has Public and Product Liability Insurance 
                 ●    Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)



FIND US
HERE! in

Phone: +61 421 988 660
Email: info@jar-education.com.au
Website: www.jar-education.com.au

5/16-18 Northumberland Road
Caringbah NSW 2229

WHERE IT STARTED
In Janurary 2017, four university students with a hunger to absorb knowledge, to engage with 
modern technologies, and to prepare for the future were unsatisfied with their educational 
experience and development. The educational system was looking for opportunities to work with 
industry to promote STEM subjects while aligning to the pace of innovation within Industry and the 
associated future job opportunities. 

Together these four students co-founded JAR Aerospace with a clear mission, to ignite the 
Aerospace industry in Australia. JAR specialises in the training, design, manufacturing, and 
sustainment of high performance Systems.

OUR FLIGHT PLAN
JAR Education was created to drive the development of an exciting and innovative educational 
system supported by Industry. This new Industry supported model enables JAR Aerospace and 
other Industry members to invest in the sovereign skill base of our Nation’s future jobs.

Essential to this model is the systematic requirement to influence collaboration between both 
Industry and Educational Institutions to enable rapid knowledge transfer, fostering a new, 
innovative and Industry connected educational system to support JAR’s expanding skill base and 
capability.

JAR EDUCATION
JAR Education was born to broaden Australia’s talent base, educate young minds in STEM thinking 
and practice, and inspire technological development into the future. We want to share our 
enthusiasm for technology and innovation with students, in a challenging yet practical way.  The 
learning focus is on STEM, the goal is to provide a stimulating and enjoyable educational 
experience.  Our programs are aligned to National curriculum outcomes and teaching standards. 
We utilise Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) platforms, or ‘Drones’, as the core vehicle of our 
programs to engage students and teachers with STEM.

CONNECTING WITH INDUSTRY
JAR Education gains and sustains student’s engagement through a synthesis of project-based 
learning in a fun and engaging environment. By connecting students with leaders in tertiary 
education and Industry, we aim to give young technologists and entrepreneurs a look into future 
possibilities and prepare them with the skills necessary to succeed in the ever-evolving workplace.

“Engaging the young minds of today, 
to inspire the technologists of tomorrow”
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